Making SugarVeil® Sugar Skulls
1. Mix SugarVeil as directed
For the sugar skull mixture,
mix 1/3c. of the SugarVeil
mixture (reserving the
remainder for decorating the
skulls) with 4c. of granulated
sugar.

2. Pack a small
amount of the sugar
mixture into the skull
mold, pressing into
the mold detail.

For the smoothest result, use an ultrafine sugar [we used C & H's 'Baker's
Ultrafine' granulated sugar]. Beat for 2 minutes in the Kitchen Aid using the
beater blade to combine. Sugar mixture will be crumbly like sand but will
gently hold together when squeezed.

3. Pressing
gently, fill the
remainder of
the skull
mold. Scrape
away excess
to make
level.

4. Turn mold onto a rigid
surface and remove mold.
Repack mold and continue
making skulls until sugar
mixture is depleted, or save
the sugar mixture in a zipped
bag for later use.

5. When sugar is set enough to handle without losing detail (a few hours
or so), use a spoon to hollow out skull mold, leaving walls of about 1/2" in
thickness. For adequate support, do not scoop neck area. This scooped
out mixture may be used to make more skulls. Store in a zipped bag, and
add a few drops of water if necessary, when ready to use.
Skull may now be left white as is, or base painted by coloring SugarVeil
Icing. Use any type of color for pastel/medium tones. Use powdered
color for black, red, and dark/intense colors.
Spread SugarVeil Icing onto the Flowered Skull, Web, Catrina, Lace, or
other of the Confectionery Mats and place in oven to set
http://sugarveil.tybs.com/product/sugarveil-gothic-mat-kit/

Spot color may be added to fine details by piping, painting, or using the Icing Dispenser directly over the partially-set, previously spread lines.
When completely set and removed from mat, these spots of color are perfectly framed by the previously spread SugarVeil outlines. The
SugarVeil decoration is flexible and can be easily shaped to conform to the contours of a cake or the sugar skull.

Decorations may be pinched or snipped to fit. For example, snip the rose from the top of the Flower Skull design, gently mold the remaining
decoration to the skull, then replace the rose at the top. SugarVeil decorations will easily stick to themselves and other surfaces with a slight
bit of moisture on a fingertip.
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